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Deep in the woods: Called to deep commitment

Focus: We are transformed by God as we follow God’s voice along the path of life, a voice 
calling us to deep commitment. Even when our path leads deep into unfamiliar woods, as we 
lose ourselves, we are found. 

We light our peace lamps

Opening song Abba Père

Call to worship
One: God, you ask us to set our minds on you, to walk before you and be blameless. You teach 
us what matters, and you do not hide your face from us. 
Many: With each step along the path, we are transformed into who you made and called us to 
be. 
One: God, you teach us that when we lose our life, we save it. 
Many: With each step along the path, we hope against hope in your promises. 
One: God, you say you will make us exceedingly fruitful, that you will bless us.
 Many: With each step along the path, we take up our cross and follow you.
 All: We believe your everlasting covenant is to be God to us, and that we will live forever. We 
call out to you, as you call us deeper into this covenant.

Passing the peace/ Sharing/ Prayer
Prayer for Pandemic Losses

Song VT 601 Lead me, guide me

Old Testament Scripture Genesis 17:1-7, 15-16
New Testament Scripture Romans 4: 13-25
Reflection

Prayer of Confession and Assurance
Deep calls to deep. We call to you from the depths of our hearts. 
We confess when we have stayed on the edges. Not listening to each other. Not taking the path
you show. We confess when we have strayed from the way. Silencing suffering. Forfeiting life. 

 We name the forces that keep us from deep commitment 

Deep calls to deep. You call to us from the depth of your love. 
Calling us to deep commitment. We come to you, God.



Sending song VT 166 Your love is washing over me

Announcements

Benediction
Go deep into the woods of your week, knowing that you are called to the kind of commitment 
that will not leave you comfortable. Our God is not to be fully known or neatly packaged. Be 
ever ready for the transformation that accompanies deep commitment. Go, expecting surprise. 
Amen.


